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Patrick Tom/HWY/HIDOT

08/22/2011 11:20 AM

To "Walter Enomoto" <bikeguy@hawaiiantel.net>@STATEHIUS

cc "Dave DeLeon" <GAD@RAMaui.com>, Jill M 
Yamanouchi/HWY/HIDOT@HIDOT, Ken 
Tatsuguchi/HWY/HIDOT@HIDOT, Christine 

bcc

Subject Re: STIP Rev 3 Comments

Walter,

Thanks for your comments of support for Maui Projects on the STIP. 

Regarding MS8. Looks like the scope for this project will be split up into two separate projects... a 
Tsunami Emergency Repair project and the original MS8 (with reduced scope). 

If you are interested in the rumble strip design, please contact our project manager for this project, 
Christine Yamasaki, at our Design Branch. I have cced her.

Pat

"Walter Enomoto" <bikeguy@hawaiiantel.net>

"Walter Enomoto" 
<bikeguy@hawaiiantel.net> 

08/12/2011 08:54 AM

To <Patrick.Tom@hawaii.gov>

cc "Dave DeLeon" <GAD@RAMaui.com>

Subject STIP Rev 3 Comments

Aloha Pat,
 
Just wanted to get in touch with you with STIP Revision 3 comments before the Aug 15 
deadline.
 
MC34, Waipuilani Bikepath. Hopefully if Enhancement monies become available, this 
project should be considered as it has been on the books for quite a while. We 
understand that this cut is due to the fiscal constraints so we'll agree to this change. 
 
We still strongly support the following projects: 
MS2 Haleakala Crater Road pullouts 
MS11 Kahului Airport Road (cause now we'll have shoulders through the Dairy Road to 
Hana Hwy area)
MS14 National Recreational Trails Program
MS19 Waiehu Beach Road Bridge Rehab Project
 
We have ongoing concerns regarding: 
MS8 Honoapiilani Hwy Safety Project and the use of shoulder rumble strips and loss of 
shoulder space for bicyclists as this corridor is heavily used by cyclists. We would want 
to make sure that HDOT follows the most recent FED Hwys Memo (attached) re: rumble 



strips and bicyclists. We would also like to be informed of the rumble strip design 
PRIOR to the design work being finalized so that we may review and provide comments 
and suggestions. 
 
Aloha and Mahalo,
Walter Enomoto
Maui Bicycle Alliance
Keeping Maui on the Right Path

 




